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2019-2020 Research Report
on Forex Market, Brokers and
Investors in Malaysia
Malaysia is one of the ASEAN's initiators and its most important members.
The Malaysian forex margin industry, with a long history, has gone through
many difficult times over the years. Industry players there have also
experienced multiple shake-outs, in which the fittest survived. With the
increasing restrictions on the operation of forex brokers in Mainland China,
plenty of brokers have decided to opt out. Malaysia has become their first
choice for relocation without language barriers due to its large Chinese
polulation.
WikiResearch, as a global professional forex media platform, intends to
showcase the status quo of Malaysia's forex margin market through indepth, on-site market research on the operating status of local brokers from
two aspects: the use of Malaysia as a launching pad for a wider Southeast
Asian market and even the whole Asian market, and the exploration of
business opportunities in the local market. In addition, questionnaire
surveys of Malaysian investors have been conducted as a way to gain
insights into their investment behaviors and attitudes.
WikiFX has set up a branch in Kuala Lumpur in last December in order
to better serve local customers with more valuable, up-to-date data and
information to forex investors worldwide.
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Study Method and Plan
The research, launched in December last year, is the third in the global forex market
research program powered by WikiResearch following the research on Vietnam and
Japan. Three methods were adopted: desktop research, face-to-face interviews with
brokers, and investor questionnaires. The data and sample collection are presented
below:

Part I
12-week
desktop research

500 investor
questionnaires

30 face-to-face
interviews with brokers

Status Quo of Forex Margin Industry
in Malaysia

Due to limitation in time, samples and objects, all data, opinions and conclusions in this
report are based on the above-mentioned research methods. If there is anything biased,
we hope for your kind understanding. With the deepening of our work, we will keep
paying attention to the global forex market in a bid to obtain more accurate, in-depth
findings.
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1.1.1 Regulatory Authorities in Malaysia
Malaysia has two parallel and independent regulatory systems, namely the traditional regulatory
system (Central Bank) and the Labuan International Business and Financial Centre (Labuan

Malaysia, a Southeast Asian nation whose capital is Kuala Lumpur,

Financial Services Authority). The Central Bank of Malaysia's management for commercial banks

adopts a federal system that features the co-existence of an elective

is centralized and single. It is responsible for the unified supervision of national commercial banks

monarchy, a constitutional monarchy and a parliamentary democracy.

(except offshore banks), and the other regulatory agencies do not perform regulatory functions.

Malaysia, a capitalist and a founding member of the ASEAN, saw the

The Central Bank has a Securities Regulatory Commission (SCM), which is responsible for

rapid growth of its economy in the 1990s. It is also a multi-ethnic

regulating domestic CFD business. The offshore forex margin trading is mainly regulated by the

country with Islam being its official religion. The three major ethnic

Labuan Financial Services Authority (LFSA) regulatory system.

groups in the country are Malay, Chinese and Indian. The Chinese
community accounts for about 23% of the population, which makes
Malaysia the country with the highest proportion of Chinese except

Central Bank of Malaysia

China and Singapore. Noticeably, the “Pakatan Harapan” opposition
party won the Malaysian general election in 2018, which resulted in

The Central Bank of Malaysia was established in 1959. Its main

former Prime Minister Mahathir's return to office, ending the National

tasks are to issue and maintain reserves to control the value of

Front's 60-year rule. This has brought the country many uncertainties

the currency, and to regulate and supervise the banking and

in politics and economy.

financial activities across the country. Forex regulation in Malaysia
is relatively strict, and the central bank's governance is also
conservative. However, since the 21st century, the Central Bank of

Currency & Exchange Rate
The National Bank of Malaysia, the central bank of Malaysia, issues Ringgit as the
national currency-often abbreviated as RM. Malaysia is an export-oriented economy, so

Malaysia has continuously increased its support for the financial technology, and microfinance
and mobile payments have made rapid progress in Malaysia. In recent years, the Central Bank of
Malaysia has also voiced its support for cryptocurreny and plans to issue up to five bank licenses in
2020, showing its active attitude in the new international financial situation.

the central bank has imposed strict restrictions on exchange rates and set clear relevant
regulations. Ever since the Southeast Asian financial crisis, the Malaysian exchange rate
system has shifted from free floating to being closely attached the US dollar, and then to

Labuan Financial Services Authority

a managed floating exchange rate system. Currently, Ringgit cannot be freely exchanged

The Labuan Financial Services Authority (LFSA) was established on

overseas. For example, the exchange between RMB and Ringgit requires the use of USD
as an intermediary. In the past 5 years,
the exchange rates of USD/MYR
remained stabld between 3.9 and 4.2,
which has contributed to Malaysia's
economic stability.

February 15, 1996 under the Labuan Financial Services Management
Financial Services Authority

Act of 1996. Labuan Financial Services Authority's main role is
to issue licenses and supervise all licensed institutions. The main

purpose of establishing and operating of the Labuan Financial Services Authority is to promote
Malaysia as one of the centers and important nodes of global international financial services
industry. Its important feature is the so-called “midshore” operation, which can be operated
onshore or offshore. Free trade and business forms also attract more institutions to invest in
Malaysia. There are currently more than 6,500 offshore companies and more than 300 authorized
financial institutions registered here.

1.
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1.1.2 Regulatory Rules of Securities Commission
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1.1.3 LFSA Offshore Regulatory License and

Malaysia (SCM)

Application Requirements

Established in 1993, the Securities Commission Malaysia (SCM) is a subsidiary of the Central Bank

The currency broker license issued by the Labuan Financial Services Authority is an offshore

of Malaysia that regulates the securities market. In accordance with the Capital Market Services

regulatory license. The LFSA license is the only license in Asia for businesses that only deal

Act of 2007, SCM issued Guidelines on Contract for Difference in April 2018, which also covers

with straight-through-process (STP) mode. Brokers obtained this license can only operate the

brokers offering derivative products. The guideline became effective on July 1, 2018. However, it

order matching business and are not allowed to be the counterparty of any order. That is to

is mainly aimed at domestic CFD brokers who mainly provide stocks and indices CFDs and rarely

say, according to the requirements of the license, all orders must flow into the market, and the

provide currency pairs and futures. As the overall financial environment in Malaysia being chaotic,

brokers are not allowed to make market (MM) in any form . Strict supervision and application

brokers and investors in Malaysia pay little attention to the government's financial regulatory

requirements and the relatively weak credibility have greatly affected the enthusiasm of brokers

policies.

for applying for the license. Therefore, although a number of brokers have tried to apply for this
license since 2010, there are not many brokers who open accounts to customers in the LFSA in

Key Acts in the Guidelines on Contract for Difference by SCM

1
2
3
4
3.

Application and Regulation Requirements of LFSA Currency Broker License
CFD providers must submit transaction records, financial status,
profit and loss reports and other regulatory documents to SCM
within the prescribed period.

When marketing, CFD brokers must be sufficiently aware of customers'
information and evaluate their investment experience. At the same time,
brokers must ensure that customers fully understand the characteristics and
risks of the product.

CFD brokers must highlight the leveraged products and risks of CFDs on their
website.

CFD brokers must have a minimum paid-up capital of not less than MYR10
million (approximately $2.5 million) and a minimum net capital of not less
than MYR500,000 (approximately $130,000).

5

actual business.

CFD brokers need to be registered in Malaysia, meet the
requirements of Malaysian industrial and commercial, tax
registration and corporate governance, and have business account
opening information for banks in Malaysia.

1

Brokers are required to submit a complete application form LFB-MB, a copy of the audited
financial statements and copies within 6 months at the end of each financial year, and
submit data and information reports in accordance with FSA requirements.

2

The minimum starting capital of brokers is 500,000 Ringgit or other equivalent foreign currency.

3

LFSA will review the risk forecast, nature, scale, complexity and diversity of applicants.

4

Applicant legal person needs to set up a physical office equipped with office equipment and
used for commercial business purposes in Labuan.

5

Corporate controllers, supervisors, and chief office officers need to meet suitability
requirements.

6

A proper internal control system needs to be established within the company to oversee
business operations, compliance, corporate governance and risk management.

7

The company's (money broker) main broker or liquidity provider must be a compliant regulated
agency.

8

The company needs to have an external audit certified by Labuan for annual financial audit
and reporting to the LFSA.

9

The company needs to keep transaction records, account records, monthly customer funds
records, and cannot misappropriate customer funds.

10

The company's data or system must have IT support.

11

Companies need to conduct due diligence on customers, disclose counterparty risk levels to
customers, clarify pricing of financial instruments, and ensure the establishment of risk buffer
mechanisms such as stop-loss orders.
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1.1.5 Overall Economic Environment
Malaysia's rapid economic development began in the 1960s, and its GDP maintained a high growth
rate of 6-10% per year for a long time until the Asian financial crisis broke out in 1998. Although
Malaysia's economy has recovered rapidly since then, the GDP growth rate has stabilized between
5 and 6%, and often fall to 4.X% since 2015. At present, Malaysia ’s per capita GDP is second only

Credit Environment

Malaysia's current overnight benchmark interest rate is 3.25%, which was
raised by 25 basis points in January 2020. A spokesman for the Central
Bank of Malaysia said that decisions were made based on good economic
performance.
Credit rates in Malaysia are generally relatively stable. Take personal
home mortgage loans as an example, the interest rate of whether a
unversal bank or a Islamic bank is between 4 and 4.5%. Also, Malaysia's
private lending is well developed. In 2003, Malaysia promulgated the
Money Lendeing Business Act, which made strict agreements on interest
rate caps, operating requirements, and applications for cash loan business
licenses. The number of credit cards and the usage rate are leading in
Southeast Asia.

to Singapore and Brunei among the ASEAN countries. The CPI and the economy are generally
stable, but the growth rate of foreign investment and consumer retail sales have declined year after
year. As the Mahathir government adheres to the economic development policy of “Malays First”,
the attraction for foreign business has slightly decreased compared to that around 2000.

WikiResearch–Malaysia’s GDP Growth Rate (2010-2020e)
8%
7%

7.42

6%
The overall financial investment environment in Malaysia is relatively
modest. Malaysia has achieved rapid economic development since 1960,
but the wealthy people have long been harmed by various scams and
money games, which are still rampant. The performance of the Malaysian
stock market in the past two years has been relatively sluggish, leaving a
large number of investors to stay away.
This also makes most Malaysians more conservative in investment and
financial management. People possessing accumulative wealth are
more willing to buy real estate or invest in industries. Investors with asset
management needs will prefer to open an account in Singapore or Hong
Kong and complete their investment.
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WikiResearch–Indicators of Economic Development（2018-2019）

Innovation Environment

5.

After paying the price for mixing good and bad in investment, Malaysia's
financial innovation environment later became quite prominent in
Southeast Asia. The development of smart phones and 4G technology has
provided support for financial innovation in Malaysia. The government has
also been relatively open-minded to financial business since 2010.
At present, Malaysia has many unicorn companies in the field of fintech,
covering multiple fields such as payment, e-wallet, and cash loan. It is
worth mentioning that Malaysia's cryptocurrency is developing very fast.
Both the Central Bank and the LFSA have provided support and taken
regulatory measures for this emerging business.

GDP (100 Million USD，2018)

3585.8

GDP Per Capita (USD，2019Q3)

12109.5

Total Savings Rate (%，2019Q3)

23.4%

Foreign Direct Investment (Million USD，2018)

8574

CPI Growth Rate (%，2019Q3)

1%

Growth Rate of Total Retail Sales of Consumer Goods (%，2019Q3)

6.9%

Source: General Statistics Office of Malaysia, CEIC, 2019.
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1.1.6 Overall Social Environment in Malaysia

1.1.7 Overall Technology Environment in Malaysia

Malaysia is a Muslim country with a total

The Internet and mobile Internet in Malaysia are well developed. Mobile phone users account

population of 32.6 million, of which 69.3% are
Malay and Aboriginal, 22.8% Chinese, 6.9%
Indian, and less than 1% ethnic minorities.
The Chinese have 70% of the wealth of
Malaysian society. There are many differences
in the lifestyle, work choices, religious beliefs,
consumption and investment concepts
between the Chinese community and the
Malay community. It is worth mentioning that
the urban labor force rate in Malaysia is as
high as 77.5%, which means its urbanization

WikiResearch–Core Indicators of
Malaysia's Population Structure (2019)
Population (10 thousand, 2019Q3)

3260

Labor force ratio (%, 2019Q3)

68.9%

Average monthly income of local labor force
(USD)

957

Male and female working population ratio
(%, 2018)

60.7%
39.3%

Urban and rural labor force ratio (%, 2017)

77.5%
22.5%

has basically been completed.

Malaysia is a Commonwealth country that applies common law and the Commonwealth education

for 96% of the total population, smart phone users 88%, and Internet users 80%. Compared
with Japan, South Korea, and Vietnam, Malaysia’s Internet-related penetration rates.

WikiResearch–Comparison of Internet development between Malaysia
and other countries
Country

Smartphone Usage

Mobile Internet Usage

Internet Usage

Malaysia

88%

77%

80%

Japan

59%

71%

92%

Korea

94%

95%

90%

Vietnam

55%

77%

66%

system. Malaysians attach great importance to education, and a considerable number of workers
are proficient in Malay, English and Chinese, as well as Japanese, German and Korean. This makes
Malaysia attractive to multinationals. In the past five years, the overall growth rate of Malaysia's labor
income has been small. For companies engaged in trade and technology, labor cost advantages have
become more prominent.

Malaysia's 4G construction level is relatively high, and the experience of most APPs is in sync
with the world. The two giants, Facebook and Google, share the time of most Internet users,
and Grab is the leader in taxis, food delivery, and city express services. However, it is worth
noting that although the cashless payment ratio in Malaysia is very high, reaching 88%, most

WikiResearch–Average monthly income of local labor force (2013-2019)

people use credit cards or savings cards, and only 39% of them use smartphones to complete
cashless payment. According to Nielsen research data, the proportion of using e-wallets to
pay in Malaysia is even as low as 8%. This number is much lower than the other countries in

950

Southeast Asia, such as Thailand, Indonesia, and Vietnam and so on.

900

The Malaysian government has taken a number of measures to encourage people to use mobile
payments and e-wallets. Companies including Boost, Touch'n Go eWallet and Grabpay have

850

been officially promoted to undertake technical services and directly open e-wallets for eligible
Malaysians and provide deposit 30 Ringgit credits to promote a cashless and cardless lifestyle.

800
750
700
650
Jan'13 Jul'13

Jan'14 Jul'14 Jan'15 Jul'15

Jan'16 Jul'16 Jan'17 Jul'17

Jan'18 Jul'18 Jan'19 Jul'19

Monthly Income : US dollars : Monthly : Malayasia
7.

Source: General Statistics Office of Malaysia, CEIC, 2019.

Source: General Statistics Office of Malaysia, CEIC, 2019.
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1.2 Development Path of Forex Margin
Industry in Malaysia

1.1.8 Malaysian Business Registration
and Work Visa Requirements for Chinese
Opening companies in Malaysia enjoys low entry thresholds, fast speeds, and Chinese-using
companies are supported. Malaysia has a well-developed infrastructure and outstanding language
advantage, which can make companies quickly expand to the Pan-ASEAN region. At present,
Malaysia has policy support for trade, finance, multimedia, Internet technology and other fields. At
the same time, it has restrictions on some industries that conflict with Islamic teachings.

The Malaysian foreign exchange margin industry has experienced multiple rounds of "restart" in the
past 20 years. Holding a loose overall business environment, becoming affluence early, and having a
high proportion of Chinese, Malaysia experienced the first round of brutal growth as early as around
2003. With the emergence of regulatory turmoil in Malaysia and the rise of the Chinese mainland
market, the development of Malaysia's foreign exchange margin market stalled for a time. However,
since 2017, another group of brokers have entered Malaysia and started operations, taking full

Malaysian Business Registration Requirements (2019)
Foreign

Type

advantage of the Chinese language, and using Malaysia as a "springboard" to cover the entire Southeast

Domestic
Malaysian Laws

Applicable Law
Shareholder/Board
Requirements

2 or more natural persons,
regardless of nationality

At least 2 directors are Malaysian
natural persons

Registration Capital

N/A

N/A
Physical Address in Malaysia

Business Location
Accounting/Secretary

Asia region.

Qualified as a Malaysian company secretary and live in Malaysia

2003~2010

Work Visa Requirements for Chinese
Payment of pensions and social security
Available one-year work visa
Application for more visas

First development
stage

Over 500,000 Ringgit

Over 2 Million Ringgit

5

10

Through special application from immigration office or
intermediates

Since Mahathir came to power for the second time in 2017, the most significant impact on Chinese
companies and Chinese working in Malaysia is that the difficulty of issuing visas has increased year by
year.
Most foreign exchange brokers working in Malaysia do not meet this requirements or have
insufficient available places, so they often use continuous tour visa applications for employees to
work in Malaysia. However, in recent years, Malaysia has restricted the continuous entry of Chinese
people in the form of tourist visas, and the proportion of denied entry has continued to increase.
Correspondingly, the cost of providing work permits through intermediaries has skyrocketed.

Malaysian foreign exchange
margin trading sprouts early
and has experienced a period
of brutal growth, especially
in the Chinese community.
However, by 2010, the Central
Bank of Malaysia took
measures to restrict traders'
remittances to abroad, and
classified foreign exchange
margin transactions as illegal,
causing a large number of
brokers to withdraw.

Second development
stage

Third development
stage

2011~2017

2017to now

Policy restrictions and poor
public credit due to illegal
practitioners have caused
Malaysia's foreign exchange
margin market to enter a
period of reshaping. In this
round of development, many
institutions engaged in foreign
exchange investment education
and training have emerged.
Brokers insisting on operating
have also accumulated highquality cooperation channels
and customer resources in the
process.

Since 2017, many brokers
have shifted their business
development focus from
Mainland China to Southeast
Asia, of which Malaysia has
become the most suitable
operation and development
center. At the same time,
the operation model of
headquartered in Malaysia and
running business in China is
increasingly popular. But it also
spawned several financial fraud
groups such as IGOFX, MOP,
JJPTR, and PTFX.

According to WikiResearch’s on-site research, the intermediary cost of a work permit rose from
about 10,000 RMB in 2018.
9.
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1.2.2 International Brokers with Malaysian
Branches or Offices

The Malaysian forex margin industry has been committed to diverse forms of development since
2017. On the one hand, more than 80% of global brokers have run businesses in Malaysia for less
than 3 years. On the other hand, the rising income of Malays and Indian Malaysians gave rise to
an uncapped market as the industry has swayed from legal and illegal. Kuala Lumpur is Malaysia’s
largest political and economic center where most emerging brokers headquarter in recent years.
Penang and Malacca have many experienced IBs, and the investors in the Chinese markets put

According to WikiResearch, as of the end of 2019, more than 120 brokers have set up branches
or offices in Malaysia. The mixed financial environment does not hinder the country from
becoming the first choice for brokers to set up pan-Asia-Pacific offices with its location and
language advantages.

large investments in the industry. East Malaysia features local residents and relatively scattered
market, while IBs there still have significant influence.

Penang, Ipoh
Wealthy places with the
highest proportion of Chinese
and the main position
followed Kuala Lumpur

West Malaysia

WikiResearch–Selected international forex brokers with offices or business
in Malaysia
East Malaysia

TickMill

Sabah/East Malaysia,
Labuan
There are many Malays in East
Malaysia. The places are under
Labuan Offshore Regulation

11.

Kuala Lumpur

Malacca

Capital of the country and
political and economic center
with most brokers running
businesses

It enjoys a long history and has
many Chinese communities.
Educational institutions and
IBs are popular there

(in no particular order)
onling trading
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1.2.4 Impact of Ponzi Schemes on Forex Margin Industry

on Forex Margin Industry

The economic and regulatory environment in Malaysia has made Ponzi schemes (or Money Games)
rampant. In December 2019, the revelation of the PTFX scam once again attracted a lot of attention.

As mentioned in 1.1.2, although Malaysia provides an LFSA license which can be used to carry out

However, according to WikiResearch, Malaysian investors are not ignorant of Ponzi schemes, but

STP foreign exchange business, in fact, few brokers really apply for this license and operate according

have invested with the idea that “I will not be the last fool” , and even participate in the “developing

to this model. Apart from setting controls on the outflow and settlement of foreign exchange in the

downline” rule designed by scammers and went to mainland China to develop their “downline”.

banks, and "returning" or "stopping" the transfer records of the remittance account number "Forex

Such an act is essentially financial MLM. The promise of “4 to 10% monthly income” and “full-course

Investment Company", Malaysia basically allows overseas brokers to carry out operations in its

custody” and other operating methods in Malaysian Ponzi schemes has formed very bad examples

territory. And the foreign exchange margin companies registered in Malaysia are also in a gray area,

of market investment concepts, and has forced foreign exchange brokers to pay more attention to

because there are no regulations, industrial and commercial and tax management methods that

investor education and cooperating with local education institutions to avoid companies involved in

apply to foreign exchange margin transactions. If a broker's user opens an account overseas and

pyramid scams.

having major customers not Malaysian, it is even more a gray business. This has led to the status quo
of Malaysia’s rampant Ponzi schemes, also known as "pyramid schemes".

01

CASE

Seek downlines

CASE

In 2017 IGOFX fraud shocked the whole
country, involving about 400,000 Chinese
investors and a total amount of about 30
billion RMB. According to investors, Zhang
Xuejiao, IGOFX’s general agent in China,
and his main operating team was in
Malaysia. However, they have never been
heard from again.
Although many investors intend to find
relevant personnel through lawyers,
complaining to the Malaysian authorities,
etc., it is actually very difficult to handle
this case, and it is impossible to use
Malaysian law to convict such offenders.
Generally, extradition clauses need to be
applied. The situation is very complicated.

Register
company
offshore

Promote overseas
supervision and fake
overseas strength

Operate
and attract
money

Investors

Pyramid scheme

Other
investors

Fake investment
Fake returns

Register, deposit

02

13.

Typical Ponzi Scheme Model in Malaysia

On November 20, 2019, Immigration Department of Malaysia made a sudden
visit to an office building and arrested about 680 Chinese. Afterwards it was
learned that the company was engaged in financial frauds under the guise of
forex investment.
However, the authorities didn’t mean to tackle financial frauds at first. Since
the company has a large number of employees coming in daily, the authorities
suspected that they had not obtained a work visa and illegally stayed in
Malaysia, resulting in the arrest, which was according to the Malaysian Migration
Board Act.

Transfer money
Attract attention with popular investment
products such as forex, gold, cryptocurrencies,
real estate, etc., and claim that experts
conduct trading and guarantee stable and
high returns

Take control
of the company,
launder money
and cash out
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Part II
Operation and Development
Status of Forex Margin Brokers
in Malaysia
SUMMARY

The Malaysian forex margin industry started early, but
it has been in turbulence for a long time due to the strict
financial regulation and Ponzi schemes. However, its multiple
languages and geographical location have attracted more
than 100 brokers worldwide to set up offices or running
business in its territory. In general, Malaysia has established
a good business environment for the forex margin industry in
political, economic, labor and technological terms.

15.
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CHAPTER 2

Operation and Development Status of Forex Margin Brokers in Malaysia

2.1 Forex Margin Industry Data: Overview
and Statistics Range

2.1.1 Forex Margin Industry Data: Active Investor Scale
According to WikiResearch, the overall

WikiResearch–Average Monthly Active
Investor Scale (10,000) and Growth
Rate in Forex Margin Market

scale of Malaysian investors has been
Through the field survey by the WikiResearch team, we found that the Malaysian forex margin

relatively stable in recent years. Black

market is far more complex and mature than expected. The data in this part demonstrate the

swan events such as PTFX barely affected

situation of forex margin market in Malaysia, which is mainly based on the desk study and on-site

the local investment market. In 2019, the

interviews and surveys of brokers in Malaysia.

cumulative number of forex margin investors
in Malaysia is approximately 2.5 million,
with average monthly active investors up
to around 292,000, accounting for 0.88%
of the population. The number of monthly
active investors in 2019 is 9% less than that

2500000+
Individual Investors
（2019）

100+
Brokers
（2019）
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249Million+

of 2018. WikiResearch believes that the slight

Monthly Average Gross Deposit
（USD, 2019）

frequently happened in recent years, and the

reduction in the number of active investors

16.1%

40

-9.9%

22.4%
32.4

2.7%

30

0%

20

22.2

22.8

2015

2016

27.9

29.2

10

is related to the fact that Ponzi schemes

0

customers lost are mainly Malaysian Chinese.

2017

2018

2019

Forex margin investors in Malaysia are composed of Malaysian Chinese, Malays and Indians, of
which Malaysian Chinese and Malays are the majority and Indians the minority. Malaysian Chinese

290000+
Monthly Average Active Investors
（2019）

50%

1:500

IB’s Contribution to Deposit
（2019）

Frequently-used Leverage
（2019）

have been severely hit by the financial capital, with the proportion of forex investors shrinking year
by year, from 54.9% in 2015 to 41.9% in 2019. At the same time, the investment demand of Malays
has been expanding in recent years, and the investment population has been increasing. At present,
the new forex markets are mainly explored by Malays. As of 2019, the number of Malays accounts for
58% of active investors in the forex market, far exceeding Malaysian Chinese.

WikiResearch–Monthly Average Active Investors Scale of Forex Margin
Industry (10,000)

500VS500

6~10USD

Monthly Deposits of Malays VS Malaysian Chinese
（USD,2019）

IB’s Commission Per Lot
（2019）

60%
54.9
40%

45.1

48.3

51.7

45.4

58.1

56.1

54.6

Malays

43.9

41.9

Malaysian Chinese

20%
0%
2015

17.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

2016

2017

2018

2019

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.1.2 Forex Margin Industry Data: Deposit Scale

2.1.3 Forex Margin Industry Data: Deposit Volume

The annual gross deposit of forex margin industry in Malaysia is about $2.988 billion, which, in

In accordance with the classification of investors, Malaysian Chinese investors use global standard

recent years, has continuously fluctuated under the impact of unstable factors such as capital.

accounts, while Malay investors mainly adopt Islamic accounts. The main difference is that Islamic

In 2015, as Malaysian financial market suffered another “Soros” attack, ringgit sharply shrank,

accounts don’t charge swaps. There is also a big difference between these two types of accounts.

undermining the investment confidence. Since then, deposit scale has contracted significantly.

The deposits of standard accounts account for more than 85%. while the deposits of Islamic

In 2018, the Malaysian government reelected, which increased the confidence of Malays in forex

accounts are small and the turnover rate is high, although the growth rate of Islamic accounts is

investment. More and more Malays began to trade forex, leading to a small increase in deposit

higher. The ARUP value of standard accounts is over 10 times more than that of Islamic accounts.

scale. The future development of forex market remains to be seen.

WikiResearch–Annual Deposits in Malaysian Forex Margin Market ($100 Million)

40%
30%

0%
33.7

-8.62%
30.86

-5.18%
29.26

14.11%
33.39

-10.51%

WikiResearch–Proportion of Forex Margin Account Deposit

12.2%

29.88
Deposits of Standard Account

20%

Deposits of Islamic Account

10%
87.8%

0%
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

WikiResearch–Average
Deposit of Forex Margin
Account
Standard
Account

$5000+
/Per Trade
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Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

Islamic
Account

$300+

/Per Trade

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.1.4 Forex Margin Industry Data: Investment Products

2.1.5 Forex Margin Industry Data: Risk Preference

According to WikiResearch, besides forex, more than 80% of forex brokers have established a

Malaysian forex margin investors have a higher risk appetite. There are some differences in choosing

platform for multiple investment products, including stocks, precious metals, commodities, etc. In

leverage between the two types of investors. Malaysian Chinese investors mainly adopt 100 to 500

this sense, customers with different needs are attracted and can freely change investment products

times leverage, while local Malays prefer low-deposit and high-leverage investment products, and

anytime. For brokers, they expand a new market for forex investment and explore the prospect of

choose 1:500 to 1:1000. In order to meet the preferences of different customer groups, most brokers

new investment products in Malaysia. Currently, in addition to forex and gold, digital products are

strive for multiple regulations to provide investors with more choices. Currently, the leverage offered

also favored by investors.

in the market ranges from 10 to 2000 times.

WikiResearch–Maximum Leverage Offered by Malaysian Forex Brokers

WikiResearch–Investment Products Offered by Malaysian Brokers

Q. What’s your maximum leverage for Malaysian investors?

Q. What products do you offer to Malaysian investors?
Forex

100

Precious Metals

10%

5%

40

Indices

30

Commodities

30

Stocks

Under 50 Times

10%

50

Cryptocurrencies

10%

20%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

45%

Above 2000 Times

WikiResearch–Forex Brokers’ Attitudes Towards Leverage

Stock

Gold
Cryptocurrency is highly
controversial in Malaysia, but still
attracts the attention of many
young investors with its high
technology.

400 Times
500-1000 Times

WikiResearch–Investment Products Besides Forex
The stock market in Malaysia is
small and is greatly affected by the
international environment. Locals
prefer to invest in overseas stocks.

200-200 Times
500 Times

20
0%

21.
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The FED cut interest
rates in 2019. Weaker
U.S. dollars lead to
the rising risk-aversion
of investors. Gold
is popular among
Malaysian investors.

Cryptocurrency

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

Vietnam
Brokers in Vietnam are relatively
radical on leverage.
Most brokers think that leverage
1:1000 is just right, and high leverage
is easier to get customers’ attraction.
25% of brokers believe that the higher
the leverage, the better, no limit.

Malaysia
Malaysian brokers focus on long-term
development and are cautious about
leverage. Some brokers recommend
clients to use 1:100 to 1:200 to reduce
investment risks.
Some brokers conduct qualification
verification for investors. Amateur
investors can access leverage 1:50;
professional investors, 1:400.
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2.1.6 Forex Margin Industry Data: Trading Tools
With its mature and stable trading performance and all-English language environment, MT4 has
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2.2 Operation and Development Status of
Forex Brokers

become the most popular trading tool for local investors in Malaysia. According to the interview,
trading tool used by most brokers is MT4. Advanced features are added to upgrade the platform,

At present, the forex margin industry in Malaysia is loosely regulated. The development

including customized interface, technical analysis, historical data import of other platforms, etc.

environment is mature. It is convenient to establish a company and operate business. Most of the

to meet customers’ needs, thus improving the competitiveness of the platform. Only about 10% of

local brokers take Malaysia as the operation and sales center and expand business to Southeast

brokers choose self-developed trading tools to attract investors. However, due to its high cost and

Asia and Chinese mainland.

requirement for specific technology, the market share of self-developed tools is low in Malaysia.

WikiResearch–Operation Model of Forex Margin Business

WikiResearch–Trading Tools Provided by Forex Brokers
Q. What trading tools do you provide for investors?

MT4

100

MT5

The procedure for registering a company or
opening a branch in Malaysia is relatively
simple. The relevant documents need to be
submitted to the Companies Commission of
Malaysia (www.ssm.com.my) for approval.
The duration is about three months.

40

Self-developed Tools

10

Others

5
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Account
Opening

Company
Establishment
Customer
Source

23.

Malaysian brokers are fiercely competitive
and their regulatory licenses are diverse.
Customers can choose to open an account
based on their personal risk preferences.
Offshore account accounts for a large
proportion.

Source: Survey on
Malaysian Forex Market
by WikiResearch Based
on Desk Study and Onsite Interviews, P=30,
2020.

According to customer positioning,
Malaysian brokers have different channels
of customer acquisition. IB and direct
client both exist and come in various
forms.

Deposit and
Withdrawal

Malaysian banks have strict requirements
for outbound deposit and withdrawal,
which is difficult. At present, most brokers
cooperate with third-party payment
platforms and underground money
banks, and display a high degree of
concentration.
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2.2.1 Operation Status of Forex Brokers:
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2.2.2 Operation Status of Forex Brokers: Staff Cost

Company Establishment
All brokers interviewed have offices in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. According to the survey data,
There are currently 80 to 100 forex brokers in Malaysia, mainly in West Malaysia, which are
located in Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Ipoh and Johor Bahru. In terms of leasing costs, taking Kuala
Lumpur, the region with the highest rent in Malaysia, as an example, the current forex brokers in
Kuala Lumpur are mainly concentrated in three areas, KLCC, Bangsar, and Mont kiara rich areas,
among which the monthly rent in KLCC is the highest, a 300sqm office for MYR17,000 ($4,000).
Although office costs in Malaysia are rising year by year, they are still relatively low compared to

it is estimated that brokers based in Malaysia are mainly small teams. Brokers with less than 30
employees account for 63% of the total, and only 8% of brokers have more than 100 people. In 2019,
the overall average monthly income of Malaysian employees is $878, and the income of employees in
forex industry is basically the same as the average level. The per capita income of Malaysian Chinese
is slightly higher than that of local Malays. The labor cost near KLCC has reached around $1,000 per
month.

other Asian countries.

WikiResearch–Employees Number in Malaysia
WikiResearch–Brokers’ Office Location
Q. How many employees do you
have in Malaysia?

Q. Where do you set up the office?
Kuala Lumpur

100
40

51-100

Johor Bahru

40

31-50

15

Others

64%

9%

0-30

5
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

WikiResearch–Average Salary of Malaysian Employees

WikiResearch–Office Rent

OFFICE RENT IN KUALA LUMPUR CITY CENTER

Average monthly price for offices with
furniture in the city center

13-22

USD

M2/Month

25.

18%
Over 100

Penang

Ipoh

9%

Average monthly price for offices without
furniture in the city center

8-19

USD

Q. What’s the average monthly salary
of your employees?

10%

15%

Above $1,000
25%

$701-1,000
$501-700
Under $500

50%

M2/Month

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.2.3 Operation Status of Forex Brokers: Market Strategy
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2.2.4 Operation Status of Forex Brokers: Business Model

As an excellent transaction center, Malaysia has a large number of international forex brokers in

Business models vary among brokers positioned differently in the forex market. The customer

addition to local forex brokers. Excellent market conditions provide more different market options

acquisition model of Class I brokers is IB and direct client mixed. The two have basically the same

for various brokers. At present, according to different customers groups, brokers in Malaysia can

contribution. Class II brokers focus on the local Chinese market and pay more attention to IB

be divided into three categories:

cooperation. The monthly deposit of large-scale IBs reaches 1 to 5 million U.S. dollars. But it is worth
noting that high-quality IB cooperation costs more in Malaysia due to the small number of IBs. Class

I

Brokers operating business in Southeast Asia and other neighboring countries

III brokers mainly develop the local Malay market. They understand Malaysian customers well and

II

Brokers focusing on the local Malaysian Chinese market

attract customers through various preferential policies, bonuses and other marketing methods. The

III Brokers focusing on the local Malay market

proportion of direct clients is relatively high.

WikiResearch–Business Model of Forex Broker
WikiResearch–Classification and Proportion of Forex Brokers

Q. How much direct client and IB account
for in your current customer contribution?

10%

Q. What’s your main customer group?

IB ≤ 30%

40%

15%

30% < IB ≤ 50%
50% < IB ≤＞ 0%

20%

70% < IB
35%

15%

65%

WikiResearch–Typical Customer Acquisition Models of Three Classes of Brokers
100%
Southeast Asian and Other
Neighboring Countries

90

80%

Mainly Malaysian Chinese

60%

Mainly Malays

40%

80
Direct Clients
50

IB

50

20%
10

0%
Class I Brokers
27.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

Class II Brokers

20
Class III Brokers

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.2.5 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Market Promotion
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The promotion channels for brokers targeting at direct clients are more diversified, which are mainly
online. Traditional media ads can build excellent brand image, but cost a lot with unstable effect
of clients acquisition. More small and medium-sized brokers give more weight to new promotion

Brokers’ methods for market promotion vary according to the operation mode. IBs in Malaysia can

channels with high cost performance.

be classified into three types, including academic cooperation, operators and KOL. For academic
cooperation and KOL lectures, they are mainly conducted offline with high conversion rate and ideal

WikiResearch–Online Promotion Channels for Direct Clients in Malaysia

effects. While operators and KOL tweets both attract clients’ attention through online promotion,
which take more time and bring less effect compared with the offline form.

Facebook & Instagram
Ninety-five percent of brokers choose to promote on the commonly used
platforms such as Facebook and so on. They attract clients with funny
content that contains no word like “FX”. Each ad costs MYR18 to 40.
Currently, the Malaysia government collects 6 to 8 percent as tax from
Facebook ad.

WikiResearch–Promotion Channels of IBs in Malaysia

Q. What promotion channels do you think are effective?

Online Community Forum

Education

95%

90%

With the development of forex industry in Malaysia, the number of
Malaysians who are wild about learning forex is rising year by year.
Nearly 95 percent of brokers express that it is the most effective way of
promotion there to present free offline courses through collaboration
with academies who recommend clients and charge for commission and
tuition.

15%

Fifteen percent of brokers promote their brands and campaigns in the
community forums that take advantages of low cost and targeted client
groups, which are mainly experienced or willing to invest.

WikiResearch–Offline Promotion Channels for Direct Clients in Malaysia

FX Operator
It is the belief of 40 percent of brokers that operators who are particularly
popular among the local Chinese, enjoy a wonderful prospect. Some of
the brokers regard copy trading as one of the selling points of promotion.
This sort of IB promotion mainly presents the achievement of the online
yield rate.

Expo

40%

More than 50 percent of brokers hold that it is beneficial for brand
image building to participate in offline exhibitions, is one of the normal
promotion channels recognized by the locals and helpful for individual
investors to know about the brokers and their products features.

KOL

50%
29.

KOL consists of the forms of online and offline. The former often promotes
through Facebook. KOL usually issues the relevant content on personal
page and set links of brokers. The latter mainly relies on the lectures by
analysts, which enjoys a high conversion rate and charges by the amount
of accounts opened.

SourSource: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site
Interviews, P=30, 2020.

50%

Campaign

30%

Thirty percent of brokers promote their brands through offline campaigns,
including forex investment contest, road show and so on. These
campaigns are costly but are helpful for brand image building. However,
the cost and conversion rate should be taken into consideration also.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.2.6 Operation Strategy of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Trading Model
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2.2.7 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Account Opening

According to WikiResearch, it is costly to develop Malaysian market. The investors enjoy trading
with low deposit and bonus, while competition among IBs is fierce with various forms of commission
and its large amount. Against such market background, brokers of STP model can hardly meet the
market needs. According to the operation status of brokers in Malaysia, the forex market there is still
led by market making brokers. WikiResearch holds that investors in Malaysia lack confidence in the
forex margin industry due to the shock of Ponzi schemes. Making market is helpful for brokers to
open the market in the near future, but harmful for the long-term development of the forex margin

Currently, there is a slight difference about licenses selection among brokers in Malaysia. Some
brokers take advantage of strictly regulated licenses to promote their brands and guide clients to
open accounts with them. Meanwhile, some brokers hold that offshore license is the mainstream
since high leveraged products are more popular among local investors. According to a survey, around
30 percent of brokers in the market choose to provide multiple regulations which cover a wider range
of client group. Therefore, clients are able to choose different place to open their accounts according
to various preference for investments and risks.

industry in Malaysia.

WikiResearch–STP Model

WikiResearch–MM Model

STP, also called A-BOOK in the industry,

MM, also called B-BOOK in the industry,

means that brokers send clients’ orders to a

means that brokers always stand in the

bank through the straight through processing

position of investors’ components and hold the

system, and then the orders are dealt when

opposite position against investors. MM is fit

the price is close to that of the bank. Exchange

for the brokers who provide mini accounts, or

rates under STP model fluctuate more greatly

high return commission and bonus. Because

and it is likely to slide when the order amount

this trading mode is more appropriate for the

is large. Besides, the profit and loss of clients

investment need of the Malaysian market, it

have nothing to do with the broker.

accounts for a large part in Malaysia.

WikiResearch–Common Places for Opening Accounts of
Forex Margin Industry in Malaysia

FINANCIAL
CONDUCT
AUTHORITY

The fully regulated licenses mentioned in the survey mainly include CySEC of Cyprus,
FCA of UK, SFC of Hong Kong and so on, among which CySEC is given much attention.
Requirement for leverage is graded in Cyprus in 2019. Currently, the highest leverage
provided is 50:1. Compared with Cyprus, licenses application in UK and Hong Kong are
more strict with the highest leverage 50:1 and 30:1 respectively.

Financial Services Authority

Offshore licenses include SVGFSA, VFSC, LFSA and so on. According to the various
regulatory requirements, high leveraged (500:1 to 2000:1) products are provided and
accord with the needs of local investors in Malaysia for low deposit and high transaction.
The market influence of the local license LFSA is far from the expectation.

31.
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2.2.8 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Three Kinds of Accounts
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2.2.9 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Channels of Deposit and Withdrawal

Investors in the forex margin market in Malaysia have extremely sharp features for investment,

Considering the limits for the payment methods such as bank transfer set by the Malaysia

owing to their special cultural background. Local brokers carrying out business generally provide

government, the payment method is relatively single, which mainly consists of the third party

three kinds of accounts (Common Account, Islamic Account and Cent Account) to meet the different

payment and underground banks. According to the survey, the third party payment companies, such

needs for investment.

as ipay88 and MOLPay, own a large market share, and mainly associate with the eight mainstream
banks in Malaysia. According to the survey, Chinese clients can only deposit and withdraw through
the third party payment and the commission has risen up to 3 to 5 percent due to the impact of
China’s policy and the implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative. Considering the market,
most of the brokers choose to provide clients with the commission to make up the principal amount.
Hence, the cost for brokers can not be underestimated.

WikiResearch–Features and Application of Common, Islamic
and Cent Accounts

Common
Account

Islamic
Account

Cent
Account

Interest

Deposit

Swaps

1 lot/$

• Providing normal trading lot and
spread, fit for overseas, Malaysian
Chinese and Indian Markets.

1 lot/$

• The Islamic creed prohibits
charging and paying interests.
Islamic account is specially
designed for Muslin. The local
people are mainly Malays, and the
Islamic account is also fit for the
invest group that don’t hope to pay
swaps.

Swaps-free

Swaps

0.01 lot/$

WikiResearch–Local Payment Channels or Companies Providing Payment
Service in Malaysia

Application

Third Party Payment Channels

Mainstream Banks in Malaysia

• Malaysian investors enjoy the
products of high leverage and low
deposit. Cent Account , which is
able to provide transaction of mini
deposit, is extremely popular in
Malaysia.
• Brokers who provide Cent Account
mainly adopt the MM mode.

33.
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2.2.10 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
View on Pyramid Schemes
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2.2.11 Operation Status of Forex Brokers in Malaysia:
Expectation

Relatively loose regulation has made the arbitrary development of pyramid scheme possible, since

Presently, around 60 percent of brokers plan to continually invest in the forex margin market. The

forex industry still belongs to the gray zone in Malaysia. Ahead of the trip to Malaysia, we presuppose

whole market enjoys a bright expectation. Especially, some brokers are fully confident in the future

that money games and the frequent accounts wiping out may cause investors to lose their faith in forex

performance of the local market in Malaysia. During the interview, most interviewees hold that there

investment. Unexpectedly, over 60 percent of brokers believe that these won’t have much impact on

is still some gap between the Malaysian market and other mature markets such as those of Japan and

the local forex market and even can promote it. Some Malaysian clients know the forex industry just

UK, and emphasize the importance of investor education on the long-term development of Malaysian

through pyramid schemes and then gradually become forex margin investors through education.

market. WikiResearch believes that the forex margin market in Malaysia will gradually become mature

WikiResearch believes that the Malaysian forex market will be more mature and reasonable after trials.

and nourish new development space with rising education awareness and improving level.

WikiResearch–Impact of Pyramid Schemes on Forex Margin Industry

Q. Will you further increase the investment in Malaysia?

Q. What do you think of the impact of pyramid schemes on the
forex margin industry?
Evident

Continue

0

No

47

Positive

20%

20

Reduce

0

Undetermined

17
10%

60

Unchanged

36

Negative

0%

WikiResearch–Investment Plan of Forex Brokers in Malaysia

30%

40%

20
0%

50%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

WikiResearch–Expectation on Future Market of Forex Brokers in Malaysia
Q. How do you think of the forex margin industry in Malaysia in
the three years ahead?
Optimistic

35

Prudently Optimistic

25

Uncertain

20

Pessimistic

20

Extremely Pessimistic

0
0%

35.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

50%
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2.2.12 Attitudes of Forex Brokers in Malaysia
to Cryptocurrency
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According to the survey, cryptocurrencies in the Malaysian market exist in two forms, payment
channels and investment products. It is more common for cryptocurrency to be a payment
channel. While investment products account for a small part, and there are only 27 percent of
brokers providing cryptocurrency products. Besides, brokers are commonly pessimistic about
the development of cryptocurrency in Malaysia. What’s more, there are brokers who hold that

In recent years, cryptocurrency has attracted the attention of global investors with the double

cryptocurrency belongs to unregulated gambles. There are also many pyramid schemes that

growth of the prices of Bitcoin and so on. WikiResearch also made relevant research on the

raise illegal funds and practice frauds in the name of cryptocurrency.

development of cryptocurrency in Malaysia in the interview. Through the opinions of 30
samples, we can basically know the features and development of cryptocurrency products in
Malaysia. The error may exist owing to the limited samples.

WikiResearch–Distribution of Cryptocurrency Products of Brokers in Malaysia
Features of Cryptocurrency Products

20:1to100:1Leverage

10 to 40 Currencies

Malaysian brokers mainly build the platform for cryptocurrency trading, and mainly provide the
mainstream cryptocurrencies, such as BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP, EOS and so on. All brokers who support
cryptocurrency trading provide low leverage from 20:1 to 100:1 because of malaysian investors’ preference
for leveraged products.

Q. Do you provide or will provide
cryptocurrency products?
27%
Have provided
Preparing

66%

No

7%

Operation Model of Cryptocurrency

Digital Currency

Forex

Brokers attract the attention of young investors or clients with investment demand by providing
cryptocurrency, through which the clients know the company brands and gradually become forex
investors through the later investor education. Local brokers generally recommend their clients not to
hold the cryptocurrency for a long time owing to its great fluctuation.

Current Status of Cryptocurrency in Malaysian Market

Unregulated

Chaotic

Most brokers are not optimistic about the development of cryptocurrency in Malaysia, because many
brokers practice frauds with blockchain products, similar to pyramid schemes, as the camouflage, which
is relatively chaotic in an unregulated market. What’s more, cryptocurrency, which carries high risks, is
not good for brokers to maintain their clients in the long term.

37.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

WikiResearch–Attitudes of Forex Brokers in Malaysia to Cryptocurrency
Q. Are you optimistic about the future of cryptocurrency in Malaysia?

Optimistic

0
40

Pessimistic
10

Interested but not know

50

Not interested
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

50%
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2.2.13 Plans of Brokers in Malaysia for Other Markets
During the survey, over 60 percent of brokers are interested in the markets outside Malaysia.
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2.3 Typical Operation Cases of Brokers
in Malaysia

Thailand and Vietnam become the first choice of countries for future development. High
national income in Thailand and the population dividend in Vietnam and Indonesia all attract

Differences exist between the clients of the international market and the Malaysian market.

brokers to operate business.

International clients pay attention to the professionalism and products of brokers and have high
and comprehensive requirements. While the clients in Malaysia usually don’t care about the

WikiResearch–Attitudes of Brokers in Malaysia to Other Southeast Asian Markets

We summarize the focus point and operation strategy of various client groups, hoping to provide

Q. Which forex market in Southeast Asia are you interested in, or do
you have further market plan?
Thailand

comprehensive level of a broker and have no clear concept about the STP or MM model.

some references for brokers planning to enter the Malaysian market.
60

Vietnam

53.3

WikiResearch–Various Market Operation Strategies and
Differences Among Clients

33.3

Indonesia
26.7

Singapore

Operation Strategy

Deposit

Brand

License

Education

Spread

International Market

IB+direct clients

Moderate

✓

✓

✓

✓

Malaysian Chinese

Mainly IB

Large

×

×

✓

×

Malays

Mainly direct clients

Small

×

×

✓

×

10

China
6.7

Philippines
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Features of Other Markets Apart from Malaysia

Note:

✓ Focused

× Not focused

China
• Strictly regulated by the government and strong
demand in overseas investment
• Most forex investors are experienced and professional
• Clients are highly stable

Thailand
• Average per person investment amount is relatively
high and the available investment amount is high
• Investment demand is large and the efficiency of
clients acquisition through market promotion is high

Indonesia

Vietnam
• Emerging market is vibrant and promising
• Investment idea and habit of investors have not
formed yet and can be cultivated
• Investment conception is relatively open and
investors are happy to accept novel things

Singapore
• Forex margin market, which has a long history,
is rational and mature
• Large amount of client deposits

• Population is increasing and the nation is becoming younger
• Development mode of the forex market has been changing with
many possibilities
• The young are eager for wealth and market promotion is targetoriented with immediate effect

39.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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2.3.1 Typical Operation Cases of Brokers in Malaysia:

Operation and Development Status of Forex Margin Brokers in Malaysia

CHAPTER 2

2.3.2 Typical Operation Cases of Brokers in Malaysia:

International Market

Malaysian Chinese Market

The international market mainly includes the Southeast Asian and neighboring countries, such

Brokers prefer to develop client groups by operating differentiated strategies according to the

as China and Korea. The market group that this kind of brokers face is various. Brokers pay

different features of two groups, since Malaysian clients have no evident preference for the

more attention to the image and development of the company itself rather than the preferences

professionalism of brokers. Developing Malaysian Chinese mainly through IB cooperation and

of clients to obtain clients through its own advantage. The mixed mode of IB and direct clients

operators are mostly favored. In real operation, the form of copy trading that investors can

accounts for the majority in terms of expanding market.

personally decide whether to invest or not after operators issue the order is more common,
because Chinese clients dislike making others manage their fund.

WikiResearch–Competitive Advantages of Brokers Facing the International
Market
Attention is paid to build a
professional, official and safe
brand image of the company
through large-scale website
and media ads, offline
exhibitions, lectures and so on.

Brand
Image

More brokers choose
comprehensive and offshore
regulation to prove their
strength and professionalism,
which especially draws the
attention of clients in China
and Singapore.

Regulated
Licenses

Multiple
Products

After-sales
Service

Products such as
commodity, precious metals,
cryptocurrency and overseas
stocks are provided to attract
clients with various needs of
investment.

24H online service is the
key to attract clients of the
international market. Quick
depositing and withdrawing
and timely problem solving are
beneficial to stabilize clients.

WikiResearch–Operation Model of Brokers in the International Market

41.

WikiResearch–Trading
Features of Malaysian Chinese

WikiResearch–Competitive Advantages of
Brokers Facing Malaysian Chinese
> Choosing IB Types <

I

Being keen on investment
learning and education

II

Deposit amount is larger than
Malaysian

III

Products of fixed earning
preferred

IV

Experienced in investment

V

Fund is personally managed and
transaction is independently done

VI

Clients are relatively stable

Various types of IBs are mentioned above. Targeted IB
selection can realize better effects of clients acquisition,
such as operators and so on.

> Cooperating with IB <
Fierce competition exists among IBs. Meeting the trading
need of IB is beneficial to facilitate cooperation, such as
liberating flexible spreads of IB and so on.

> Additional IB Reward <
Some companies provide the qualified IBs with travel,
income commissions, high value gifts and so on, which
has an obvious effect.

WikiResearch–Operation Strategies of Brokers Focusing on Malaysian Chinese

Model of Client Acquisition

IB：Recruiting IB through sharing commissions. KOL accounts
for the majority
Direct Clients: Phone Marketing

Model of Client Acquisition

Operators are the most popular while KOLs and academies
also have some influence. Commission is $8 to 10 per lot plus
additional demand

Promotion Channel

Online: Advertising on large websites, mainly including CPC
Offline: Mainly overseas exhibitions

Promotion Channel

Mainly online lectures and free courses have high conversion
rate

Major Methods for Gaining Profits

STP transaction combines with making market with STP at the core

Major Methods for Gaining Profits

MM first and STP second

Product Features

Leverage: 1:30 to 1:2000, multiple choices for clients
Trading Platform: MT4/MT5, customized function
Spread: USDEUR 4.5 to 10, the difference is evident
Bonus: $100+

Product Features

Leverage: 100:1 to 500:1
Trading Platform: MT4/MT5, some self-developed
Spread: USDEUR 1.5+, adjusting according to IB
Bonus: $30, few

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Desk Study and On-site Interviews,
P=30, 2020.
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CHAPTER 2

2.3.3 Typical Operation Cases of Brokers in Malaysia:
Malays Market
Different from operating business for international and Chinese clients, brokers who focus on Malays
mainly adopt the strategy of number and attract clients through various operation strategies to form
the scale effect. Currently, clients acquired in the forex market are mainly direct clients.

WikiResearch–Trading
Features of Malays

WikiResearch–Competitive Advantages of
Brokers Focusing on Malays

I

Strongly organized

> Free Gifts <

II

Easy to be affected by
acquaintances

Malays are easy to be attracted by free gifts, bonus,
lectures and courses and it only takes MYR30 to 50 to
invite others to open accounts.

III

Free gifts and bonus

IV

Non-independent, regarded as
gambling

V

Low deposit, in large number

Malays, especially those people in the Kelantan,
Terengganu, Pahang area, have the sense of organization.
Cooperating with their organizer means all of them
participate in investment.

VI

High leverage, low deposit
threshold

> Online Promotion <

> Local Resources <

According to Malays’ characteristic, the influence of online
promotion of copy trading community and Facebook is
strong, and they are easy to be converted into offline clients.

SUMMARY

WikiResearch–Operation Strategies of Brokers Focusing on Malays

Model of Client Acquisition

Promotion Channel

43.

Direct clients: it is common to develop the market by looking
for cooperative groups or providing a lot of free gifts. Some
brokers promise their clients of bonus after opening an
account. The model of experiencing first, depositing later, and
delivering after gaining profit is highly popular among Malays.
IB: Some brokers convert a part of direct clients into smallscale IBs by encouraging them to earn commissions through
introducing their friends.
Mainly online, such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, community
forums and pirated book and music websites with large page views.

Major Methods for Gaining Profits

MM first and STP second

Product Features

The same as above, but the threshold for deposit is extremely
low, and cent account and Islamic account are provided.

The three types of brokers adopt different marketing strategies to attract
target customers based on their varied investment characteristics and
preferences. The current operating conditions of most brokers are
in line with expectations. In Malaysia, there has been a highly
competitive and mature investment market as well as a fastgrowing emerging market that features young investors. In
terms of customer acquisition, more brokers are focusing
on investor education, a sign of the Malaysian forex
market becoming healthier, more mature and rational.
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Part III
Survey on Forex Margin Investors
in Malaysia

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
45.
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3.1 Description of Forex Margin
Investors Surveyed

CHAPTER 3
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3.2 Age Groups of Forex Margin Investors
According to WikiResearch, there is a significant difference in age ranges between Chinese

From January to February 2020, WikiResearch launched questionnaires through different survey
channels and received a total of 1,600 questionnaires, of which 500 were valid. Among them,
100 respondents were randomly selected for telephone interviews. The findings in this part are

Malaysians and Malays. Chinese Malaysians in the 36-45 age group accounts for about 30% and
the 46-55 age group accounts for 18%, while Malays are younger and more energetic with the
majority of them in the 26-35 age group.

based on the analysis of the questionnaires from two groups of Malaysian investors. However, the
limitation of research methods and samples may result in some deviations, so further research on
the market still needs to be conducted.

WikiResearch–Age Groups of Malaysians
Since Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country, we divided investors into two categories: Chinese
Malaysians and Malays. According to WikiResearch, the majority of these two groups are male,
accounting for about 90%.
Chinese Malaysians

30%
28

WikiResearch–Gender of Malaysians

22

20%

18
10%
10
13%

0%

5
<26

26~35

36~45

46~55

>55

Chinese
Malaysians
40%

Malays
38

9%

87%
Female

30%

Male

26
20%
Malays

10%

14

12

10

46~55

>55

0%
91%

47.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

<26

26~35

36~45

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.
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3.3 Leverage Preferences of Forex
Margin Investors
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3.4 Trading Frequency of Forex Margin Investors
There is no significant difference in the frequency of transactions between Chinese Malaysian and

According to WikiResearch, 43% of Chinese Malaysians prefer leverages between 1:100 and 1:500,
while 45% of Malays choose leverages below 1:100. The findings show that the leverage preferences

Malays. Investors, who make orders weekly, account for 67%. Generally speaking, Malays trade
forex more frequently.

of Chinese investors in Malaysia are consistent with those of brokers, but that is not the case with
Malays. In reality, most Malays deposit an extremely low amount and prefer leverages of 1:500
and above as they take investments less seriously. In general, Chinese Malaysians are more mature
and rational while Malays need further education and more trading experiences to establish stable

WikiResearch–Trading Frequency of
Investors in Malaysia

12%

investment habits.

Q. How often do you trade forex?
21%

WikiResearch–Leverage Preferences of Malaysians

Weekly
Monthly

67%

Seldom

Q. Which leverage do you prefer?

19%

18%

Chinese
Malaysians

39%
Malays

43%

36%

＜ 1:100

49.

45%

1:100-1:500

＞ 1:500

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.
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3.5 Trading Patterns of Forex Margin Investors

3.6 Investment Scales of Forex Margin Investors

According to WikiResearch, up to 67% of Chinese Malaysians trade forex on their own while

In terms of the amount of deposits, there is a significant difference between Chinese Malaysians

Malays often follow what the traders do or commission others to execute orders. Compared with

and Malays. 39% of Chinese investors invested 50,000-100,000 RM per year while 37% of Malays

other groups, Chinese investors in Malaysia are more mature in forex investment and possess

invested 5,000-20,000 RM in 2019. This is because the investors surveyed are relativley younger.

certain professional qualities. In addition, WikiResearch believes that Chinese investors tend to

The basic salary in Malaysia is about 3,000 RM per month ($720). Young people, the mainstay in

trust themselves as they are more likely to fall victim to local Ponzi schemes.

forex investment there, are quite enthusiastic about trading forex.

WikiResearch–Deposits of Malaysians
WikiResearch–Trading Patterns
of Malaysians

Q. How do you trade forex?

4%

7%

Q. How much did you invest in forex in 2019?

9%
Less than 1,000rm
13%

Chinese
Malaysians

8

1,001-5,000rm
67%

Trade on my own

Chinese Malaysians

11
13

5,000-20,000rm

20

20,000-50,000rm

Follow the traders

39

50,001-100,000rm

Executed by others, responsible for

9

Over 100,000rm

own profits and losses

0%

Executed by others, gain fixed profits

10%

20%

30%

40%

Other ways
5%
21%
18%
Less than 1,000rm
1,001-5,000rm

Malays

Malays

11
10

37

5,000-20,000rm
23%

33%

19

20,000-50,000rm
17

50,001-100,000rm
6

Over 100,000rm
0%

51.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

10%

20%

30%

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

40%
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3.7 Profits of Forex Margin Investors
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3.8 Attitudes of Forex Margin Investors
to Brokers

According to WikiResearch, 40% of Chinese Malaysians made profits in forex investment in 2019,
much higher than Malays did, accounting for 33%. In terms of losses, the proportions of the
two groups are similar. In general, Chinese Malaysians gained higher returns than their Malay
counterparts in 2019.

According to WikiResearch, it is normal for Malaysian investors, about 65%, to trade with multiple
brokers. In the survey on the attitudes towards brokers, 58% of investors feel satisfied. They tend
to go for brokers whose products and services are in line with their own needs after trading on
different platforms.

WikiResearch–Deposits of Malaysians

WikiResearch–Number of Brokers Chosed by Malaysian Investors
Q. How many brokers did you trade with?

Q. How was your forex investment in 2019?

15%

Chinese Malaysians
1
40

Profited
18

Even

4-5
Above 5

23

Lost

37%

19

Can't tell
0%

10%

20%

35%

13%

2-3

30%

40%

WikiResearch–Attitudes of Malaysian Investors to Brokers
Malays

33

Profited

40

Even
22

Lost

0%

Yes

42%

5

Can't tell

53.

Q. Are you satisfied with your current broker?

58%
10%

20%

30%

No

40%

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.
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3.10 Attitudes of Investors to Forex
Margin Trading

According to WikiResearch, fast deposits and withdrawals, low spreads and quick response from
customer service staff are the most important factors for Malaysian investors choosing a broker.
Quality customer service and favourable transaction fees remain what brokers rely on to acquire
new customers, instead of high bonuses and offline lectures.

There is a significant difference in attitudes towards investment between the two groups of
investors. 70% of Chinese Malaysians are willing to maintain their investments and some even
intend to invest extra more; only 6% decided to opt out. When it comes to Malays, 37% would like
to keep their investments unchanged; 30% decided to gradually reduce their investments; and
11% decided to opt out. WikiResearch believes that this phenomenon may arise from different
investment outcomes. In addition, Chinese Malaysians are more loyal to the brokers they chose
and take investment more seriously since they are more experienced while Malays, mostly
beginners, are more speculative and less loyal to the brokers they chose.

6%

WikiResearch–Malaysians' Attitudes
to Forex Trading

11%

21%
Chinese
Malaysians

40%

Q. Are you going to increase your
investment in the year ahead?

WikiResearch–Main Factors for Malaysian Investors Choosing Brokers

34%
Yes, increase continuously

Q. What are the three main factors that drive you to choose a broker?

Yes, increase appropriately
No, keep it unchanged
Fast deposits and withdrawals

81

Low spreads

No, reduce gradually

69

11%

11%

No, opt out.

54

Timely customer service

20%

48

Brand influence
23

Activities with high bonuses

33%

Malays

17

Frequent offline events
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
37%

55.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.
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3.11 Attitudes of Investors to Ponzi Schemes

3.12 Attitudes of Investors to Cryptocurrencies

Victims of Ponzi schemes in Malaysia are mainly Chinese Malaysians. Only 26% of investors

Only 32.94% of the forex margin investors surveyed have made investment in cryptocurrencies,

surveyed claimed losses, and the majority are unwilling to disclose their experience. WikiResearch

which shows that Malaysian investors have little experience or knowedge in this field.

believes that the actual number of victims should be much higher. There are various forms of such

WikiResearch believes that the main reason behind is that there are few brokers offering related

scams in Malaysia. Most Chinese Malaysians, lured by high interest rates, have got involved in

services in Malaysia. Besides, most investors are dubious about cryptocurrencies due to the great

fraudulent games. Despite of the knowledge of the scams, they are convinced that they won't fall

number of forex scams disguised as blockchains.

into traps. However, it is because of the experiences of being defrauded that Chinese investors are
getting experienced and rational. In comparison, Malays are hardly involved in ponzi schemes.
Due to the limited data of Malays, only Chinese investors’ attitudes to scams are presented here.

WikiResearch–Investors' Attitudes to Investment in Cryptocurrency
Q. Have you ever invested in cryptocurrencies?

WikiResearch–Attitudes of Chinese Malaysian to Ponzi Schemes

33%
Yes

Q. Have you ever incurred losses from
ponzi schemes?

No
67%

Yes

27%

26%

No
Can't tell

47%

57.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex Market by WikiResearch Based on Investor Questionnaires,
P=500, 2020.

Source: Survey on Malaysian Forex
Market by WikiResearch Based on
Investor Questionnaires, P=500,
2020.
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3.13 Portraits of Malaysian Investors
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CHAPTER 3

3.14 Comparison of Malaysian and
Vietnamese Investors
According to WikiResarch, Malaysian investors are distinctive in the Asian market.
Investors in different countries show great differences, which can also be proved by
the previous WikiResearch reports about Vietnam and Japan. This phenomenon is
related to different policies, forex supervision systems, economic developments, cultural
backgrounds and other social factors.

Malaysian
Muhammad
bin ahmad
ludin

Chinese
Malaysian
Miss. Li

According to the Vietnamese brokers interviewed, female
investors account for about 40% of all, which differs a lot from
other Southeast Asian countries. Female investors surpass male
investors in investment profits, and most investors prefer the
leverage of 1:500.

Vietnam

According to WikiResearch, Malaysian investors are mostly male,
while female investors are less involved in trading with lower
26
Office Worker

Career

Less than 1 year

Investment Time

2,550 US dollars

Total Investment in 2019

USD/EUR and other volatile
currency pairs

Favorite Pairs

40

Malaysia

Freelancer, investor

deposits. Most investors prefer leverages between 1:100 and 1:500,
with 1:100 more commonly used.

3 to 5 years
8,500 US dollars
USD/EUR, XAU/USD

Investment in Cryptocurrency

Xm

Trading Platform

eToro

forex margin industry is more mature, investors there are more

Weekly

Trading Frequency

Weekly

professional.

1:100

Trading Method
Commonly-used Leverage

Yes

Most Japanese investors are male and they usually use 1:25

No

Copy Trading

59.

Age

leverage due to the strict local regulations. As the Japanese

Japan

Self-directed Trading
1:300
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Prospect of Malaysia’s Forex Margin Industry

CHAPTER 4

Part IV
Prospect of Malaysia’s Forex
Margin Industry
SUMMARY

Malaysia is a multiracial country, where forex investors are mostly Chinese Malaysians,
followed by Muslim and Indian ones. Chinese Malaysians are quite different from their
peers in terms of investment behaviors and mentality. They are relatively rational and
active investors with rich professional knowledge and prefer to trade on their own. By
contrast, Malaysian investors, mostly green hands, usually opt for small investments
and follow-up trading, and unlikely to stick with the platforms.
Many investors interviewed, however, were extremely cautious about answering
the questions because of the financial environment in Malaysia, generally avoiding
mention of their returns and losses. It is believed that with more education of
investors, their confidence in the local financial environment will gradually recover
and the market will become more mature and stable.
61.

Global Forex Margin Trading Market and User Research Report
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4.1 Malaysia to be a Global Center for
Retail Forex Trading

Malaysia, a commonwealth
country, adopts the common law
system and the commonwealth
education system, making it easier
for London-based brokers to
register and operate businesses in
the country.

The reasons why Australian brokers
choose Malaysia as their first steps
of going global are similar with those
of their British counterparts. Australia
and Malaysia are both commonwealth
countries and enjoy the same language,
education and legal system, which
provides great convenience for Australian
brokers to recruit staff in Malaysia.

Among the ASEAN countries, Malaysia
overshadows others with first-mover
advantage, optimal technical conditions
and business environment. Malaysia's
competitive edge in labor quality and
prices becomes more outstanding
as labor prices rise in Indonesia and
Vietnam, a result of economic growth.
As more restrictions are placed on the forex
margin sector in the Chinese Mainland,
brokers there are struggling to run businesses.
Against such a backdrop, it is inevitable for
them to move towards overseas markets.
Malaysia, with reasonable labor prices,
40% of its people speaking Chinese, and
geographically close to China, has therefore
been a primary option for those brokers.

63.
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4.2 Structure of Investors Changing with the
Rapid-Growing Youth Market

4.3 Malaysia overshadowed by other
Emerging Economies with Great Potential

Investors in Malaysia's blue-ocean investment market are young and mostly Malays. Such great

Malaysia has a total population of 33 million, which accounts for only 30% of Vietnam’s

changes in recent years benefit from the prosperity of educational institutions in the country.

and 13% of Indonesia’s. Malaysia and Vietnam are completely different in terms of political

However, as Malaysia has no significant demographic dividend in the next decade, the structure of

morphology, religious beliefs, demographics and economic development stages. Malaysia,

investors is expected to remain relatively stable by 2030.

enjoying strengths in labor and corporate governance, has limited development potential,
while Vietnam oppositely stand out by its great potential in development.

WikiResearch–Changes in the Structure of Major Malaysian Investors
Ethnicity of Malaysian Investors

Age Groups of Malaysian Investors

4%
60%
35%

40%
2010

61%

20%

35
26

WikiResearch–Comparison of Market Environment
Between Malaysia and Vietnam

31
8

0%
<30

31~40

41~50

Malaysia

>50

3%

Vietnam

347

Scale of Economy（GDP, billion USD）

244.9

600

Wages of Graduates with English/Chinese Language Skills (USD/mon.)

25+

Labor Force（million）

32.6

Gross Population（million）

99.3

Financial Supervison

Tight

60%

2019

40%

44%

20%

53%

46

500

34
15

0%
<30

31~40

41~50

3+

5
>50

3%
60%
2029

Slack
47

40%

39%

20%

58%

24

25

4

0%
<30
Malay		

Less
Restrictions

31~40

41~50

Industry-based
Management

Marketing Environment
Support for Foreign Enterprises

More
Restrictions
Strong

>50

Others

Chinese Malaysian
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Source: Desk study and historical materials, Wikiresearch, 2020

Source: General Statistics Office of Malaysia and Vietnam CEIC, 2019.
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4.4 Higher Costs for New Brokers Seeking
Cooperation with the Mature Malaysian
IB Industry

4.5 Chinese Teams’ use of Malaysia as
a Launching Pad for a Wider Southeast
Asian market

Given the country, with a federal system, has different state politics and laws, IBs, especially

Since 2017, more than 70% of new forex brokerage platforms in Malaysia are set up by

those in the Chinese communities, have managed to gain an influential position in the

Mainland Chinese teams, which has accelerated competition in the Malaysian forex market,

market. They can on the one hand acquire investors and attract investments in ways that

especially the Chinese niche market. Such brokers have quickly integrated themselves into

are quite different from the normal ones, and on the other hand obtain protection from local

the local environment. They found significant ways to conduct businesses in this country

governments. For new brokers, it costs them a lot to enter the Malaysian market, cooperate

and even in the Southeast Asian regions by drawing on thier recruiting, marketing and

with these IBs at a price much higher than those of other countries, or obtain customers

operating experience. Some, however, succumbed to the temptation of “Money Game” and

directly through online marketing.

launched scams to deceive local investors and those from the Chinese Mainland, turning
themselves from “legal trading platforms” to “Ponzi schemes”. The polarization will remain
in Malaysia for a long time in the coming years. WikiResearch will continue to monitor
closely this issue and also look forward to working with more outstanding brokers to protect
investors’ interests and ensure the safety of their funds.

Thailand

• Pay a maximum 50% rebate
• Pay for IB’s operation and customer
acquisition

IB

• Send gifts regularly

Vietnam
• Use various ways to solicit
investors to follow IB’s
investment strategies and
trading platforms

Broker

China

Malaysia
Indonesia

• Acquire investors directly through
KOLs on Facebook, phone calls
and offline lectures

67.

Trader
Cambodia
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SHARING

GLOBAL
DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Definition of Terms
FOREX MARGIN TRADING

MM (MARKET MAKER)

FOREX MARGIN LEVERAGE

OFFSHORE REGULATORY

Investors open investment accounts by signing contracts
with specific designated banks, depositing a fund (margin)
as an undertaking and accepting the credit operation
quota set by banks (or brokers). Investors can freely trade
spot foreign exchange of the same value within the quota.

Market Maker can enter and adjust quotes to buy, sell,
execute and clear orders. Market makers must operate
under a given exchange's bylaws, which are approved
by a country's securities regulator. Market makers' rights
and responsibilities vary by exchange, and by the type
of financial instrument they are trading, such as equities
or options. The most common type of market maker is a
brokerage house that provides purchase and sale solutions
for investors in an effort to keep financial markets liquid. A
market maker can also be an individual intermediary, but
due to the size of securities needed to facilitate the volume
of purchases and sales the vast majority of market makers
work on behalf of large institutions.

In the forex margin trading, traders can make greater
profits with a small amount of account fund by forex
margin leverage. There is a positive correlation between
profit and loss rate and leverage size.

Forex regulatory is currently divided into offshore
regulatory and full regulatory. Offshore regulatory does not
require the company to set up offices, company directors
or shareholders locally. Most offshore regulatory does
not have corporate income tax requirements. There is no
limitation on the location and objects of tradings. The cost
is low and the regulatory license issuance process is fast.

FOREX BROKERS
Forex brokers are intermediaries that introduce
transactions in forex transactions, acting as intermediaries
for forex supply and demand, and earning commissions
from them.
IB (INTRODUCE BROKER)
Introduce Brokers help to introduce client to brokers'
platforms to open accounts, and then receive a certain
rebate from the platforms as a commission for the
introduction service.
DEPOSIT & WITHDRAW
To deposit is to save funds into an account after opening
an account. To withdraw is to take out the remaining funds
to the personal account after the investment is completed.

STP (STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING)
STP stands for Straight Through Processing. What a STP
broker does is to fulfill the client's order with the best
quotes from their various liquidity providers, while adding
some markup on the spreads. Though the STP brokers
have no dealing desk, they do have an interface between
the trading client and the larger market - their liquidity
providers. These are nominated banks, which trade on the
interbank market, and to whom the STP broker directly
passes his clients' orders.

SLIPPAGE
It refers to the deviation between the pip when the investor
issues the opening/closing position and the actual pip of
the trading, which will result in the investor's actual profit/
loss situation being inconsistent with the order or demand.
FOREIGN EXCHANGE SWAP
The trading parties agree to exchange a certain amount
of currency A for a certain amount of currency B, and
exchange the same amount of currency A with currency B
as scheduled. The party wilth a high interest rate currency
will compensate for the party of low interest rate.

BONUS
It refers to a preferential policy for brokers to attract and
to acknowledge clients. After the investor opens an forex
account and deposits the fund, the broker gives different
proportions of bonus according to the amount of deposit,
to enable the client to trade by larger amount of fund.

CRYPTOCURRENCY
It refers to electronic money, which is not based on
standard currency or central bank, and is capable of
trading real goods and services, such as Bitcoin. This
article mainly refers to the exchange and trading between
cryptocurrency and legal currency, such as bitcoin and US
dollar.

Legal Notices

Copyright Notice
This report is produced by WikiResearch. All texts, pictures and tables appearing in
this report are protected under related trademark and copyright laws. The ownership
of part of the texts and data collecting from public information belongs to the original
authors. You are respectfully reminded that none of the content above may be copied
or transmitted in any medium or used in any format by any organization or individual
without the explicit written permission of the company. Unauthorized business practice
using this report shall violate the Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China, and
other related laws and international conventions.

Exception Clauses
The industry data and related market forecasts in this report are mainly obtained by
company researchers’ using desktop research, industry interviews, market research and
other research methods, and estimated by WikiResearch statistical forecasting model.
Enterprise data is mainly obtained through interviews. Thus, it is for reference only. The
survey data published in this report uses a sample survey method, and the data results
may vary from sample to sample.
Due to the limitations of research methods and samples and the limited scope of survey
data collection, this data represents only the basic conditions of the survey time and
the population, providing a basic reference for the market and customers. Limited
by research methods and data acquisition resources, this report is only available to
customers as a market reference. The company does not bear any legal responsibility for
the data and opinions in the report.

